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The proven, 
multi-sensory literacy and
numeracy programmes.

Five Minute Box
Is the multi-sensory phonics programme
which enables the early identification of 
potential specific learning difficulties. 

The Box provides secure basic skills for
reading, spelling and writing thus 

maintaining self-esteem and a more 
positive attitude.

Price £99.95

Five Minute Box 2
Covers the next stage of phonic 

development ensuring that the 44
phonemes are secure. Children are taught
to use phonic knowledge to blend sounds

for spelling and to decode sounds to 
aid reading of unknown words.

Price £79.95

Number Box
Establishes basic concepts of numeracy using

multi-sensory methods and is a "cutting
edge" intensive catch-up programme. The

system also teaches, time, money, shape and
measurement, plus alternative, successful

methods to teach times tables, fractions and
all number concepts up to 100.

Price £99.95

"We have 8 Boxes and very
much value the resources for the

benefit of our pupils" 
SENCO - Harrogate

"The Number Box is 
a delight to use for both adults 

and children" 
SENCO - Barnet

"Feedback from schools 
has been very positive" 

Notts Inclusion Support Service

"The results 
of the Five Minute Box pilot 

were outstanding" 
SENCO - Surrey

"Spectacular results to date"
SENCO - Farnham

"The children have made 
really noticeable progress" 

SENCO - Oldham

"This is a great resource" 
Essex Education Authority

See what other Education
Professionals have to say:

"Both the FMB & NB are a 
fabulous resource. We have seen

real results with these Boxes" 
TA - Newark
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Thousands of schools are now working with the Boxes and are finding them extremely
effective, with many Local Authorities recommending them. The Boxes are ideally suited
for Personalised Learning and EAL children, bringing exceptional results. Designed to
work alongside any phonics resource that you may have in place, including Letters &
Sounds, children and T.A.s both love working with the Five Minute Boxes.

Number Box Add-on Pack
Designed to enable you to work with
4 children at a time, the Add-on Pack 

contains 4 of each Clock Face, Magic Tape, 
Whiteboards and Pens, Sets of 0-10 &

0-20 cards, Sets of Coins, Counting Cubes 
plus an Additional Activities Board.

Price £45.95

20% of your children are 
probably struggling with reading 
and maths. So why are so many 

schools using Five Minute Boxes?
Because they work!


